1. BTC - Bulm er Telecommunications Center
2. ADM - Administration Building
3. - Teaching Gallery
4. GUN - Guenther Enrollment Services Center
5. MRV - Marvin Library Learning Commons
6. SCI - Science Center
7. BRN - Brahan Hall
8. AMZ - Amstuz Science Hall
9. FTZ - Fitzgibbons Hall
10. LCH - Baker Lecture Hall
11. LNG - Lang Technical Building
12. HGB - Higbee Hall
13. CTR - Siek Campus Center
14. - Maureen Stapleton Theatre
15. HUD - Hudson Hall
16. MCD - McDonough Sports Complex
17. - Conway Ice Arena
18. - McDonough Field House
19. EGP - Electric Generating Plant
20. LSB - LaPan Services Building
21. SCB - Stadium Classroom Building
22. - Joseph L. Bruno Stadium
23. - Softball Field
24. - Tennis Courts
25. - Soccer Field
26. - Football Field
27. WIL - Williams Hall
28. CGN - Cogan Hall
29. DCC - Day Care Center
30. - Student Pavilion
31. JRD - 400 Jordan Road
32. ALB175 - 175 Central Avenue
33. TECSMT - TEC-SMART
Emergency Call Box
Handicapped Parking
Be bold. Be a Viking.
Areas of Study

BUSINESS
Accounting - BRN
Administrative Info. Technology - BRN
Business Administration - BRN
Computer Information Systems - BRN
Health Information Technology - BRN
Health Information Technology - BRN
Marketing - BRN

ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES
Architectural Technology - HU D
Automotive - CG N
Civil Engineering - HUD
Computer Integrated Technology - AM Z
Construction Technology - HUD
Drafter - L NG
Electrical Construction and Maintenance - HUD

HEALTH SCIENCES
Dental Hygiene - FTZ
Emergency Call Box - JRD
Handicapped Parking - JRD
Heating/Air Conditioning/Refrigeration - HUD
Manpower Training - HU D
Marketing - BRN
Medical Technology - HU D
Overhead Electric Line Worker - W IL
Photovoltaic Installation - TEC-SM ART
Semiconductor Technology - CG N

LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Biology - SCI
Biotechnology - SCI
Behavioral and Social Sciences - BRN
Broadcast Communications - BRN
Criminal Justice/Forensic Science - BTC
Early Childhood - HGB
Engineering Science/Mathematics - BTC
English - BRN
Environmental Science - FTZ
Fine Arts - BRN
Humanities/Modern Languages - BRN
Human Services - BRN
Individual Studies - BRN
Liberal Arts Admissions - BRN
Liberal Arts Advising - BRN
Medical Technology - HU D
Mortuary Science - FTZ
Nursing - FTZ
Paramedic - JRD
Physics - SCI
Pre-K - BRN
Theatre - BRN

Office Locations
Administration
Admissions Office - GUN
Alumni Affairs - JRD
Athletics - MCD

*All lettered parking lots are available for student parking unless otherwise noted on map.

Visit www.hvcc.edu/tour/map/main for an online interactive tour map experience.